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ABSTRACT

Real-time traffic management encompasses many aspects of high-
way traffic, such as the analysis of congestion levels, incident de-
tection and classification, traffic forecasting, and visualization of all
the above.

The work presented in this paper focuses on real-time detec-
tion and visualization of unusual changes in traffic in the Chicago
metropolitan area. Our Chicago Alert System (CAS) considers both
the spatial and temporal aspects of the data by clustering sensors
that report similar traffic flows and by building baselines that cap-
ture the seasonality and variation of data over the period of a year.
Outlier values of the traffic flow are then detected using the baseline
models . Real-time alerts are visually displayed through an online
Web Service. We discuss analytic refinements of the system, in-
cluding continuous updating of baselines and modeling to include
weather, holidays, and other exogenous variables.

1 INTRODUCTION

Francis Bacon wrote in his Novum Organum about 400 years ago:

Errors of Nature, Sports and Monsters correct the
understanding in regard to ordinary things, and reveal
general forms. For whoever knows the ways of Na-
ture will more easily notice her deviations; and, on the
other hand, whoever knows her deviations will more ac-
curately describe her ways.

Traffic analysis offers a unique opportunity to test Bacon’s observa-
tion. By incorporating appropriate statistical models into data view-
ers, we can more easily recognize both regularities and deviations.
The severest challenge is to apply these models and views to mas-
sive sources of data. An example is high-volume highway traffic
in a large metropolitan area, How do we display critical aspects of
highway traffic data in order to recognize and respond intelligently
to sudden or unexpected changes in traffic patterns? Our problem is
not simply to recognize accidents shortly after they occur, but also
to flag and analyze gradual changes in behavior that signal other
abnormal processes. For this kind of analysis, we need statistical
models that can be updated in real time and that are sensitive to
both short-term and(long-term (secular) trends.
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There are several interesting aspects to this project. First, in con-
trast to other traffic studies that focus on congestion, our focus is
on change and anomaly detection. The reason for this is that con-
gestion is widely studied and easy to detect. The more interesting
aspect and open research problem is to detect sudden and gradual
changes in sensor behavior.

Second, our approach to change detection is nonparametric. We
attempt to minimize the distributional assumptions required for
conventional parametric models. Furthermore, our methods are
highly adaptive to local data features. We smooth the data but we
do not oversmooth with more inflexible parametric models.

Third, our analysis and display system is grounded on the to-
pographic aspects of the transportation system. Other researchers
have developed network flow models, spatial models, temporal
models, and other models that ignore specific aspects of road to-
pography. Our system focuses, by contrast, on the similarities in
topography (terrain, pavement, lane width, merging) that lead to
similar traffic behavior. We do not model these features explic-
itly, but instead expose them through the adaptive clustering and
smoothing procedures we have developed.

Fourth, our approach is scalable. We have been able to sum-
marize a massive number of sensor observations (approximately 73
million) over a geographically dispersed area in a coherent and con-
cise tableau of displays on a single screen in a way that captures the
complexity of the system without confusing the viewer.

Fifth, we handle missing values in the sensor stream appropri-
ately. Our approach imputes missing values from patterns of ob-
served values and allows us to develop baselines despite sensor
malfunctions and other system errors.

2 RELATED WORK

Traffic modeling and incident detection are not new research areas.
The literature is extensive and our review covers only some of the
more important algorithms.

2.1 Comparative Algorithms (California Algorithms)

These algorithms compare current traffic condition to a predeter-
mined thresholds [12] . The California algorithms use the simple
fact that when an incident happens at a particular sensor, it will in-
crease occupancy levels upstream and decrease occupancy levels
downstream. These algorithms compute the relative difference in
occupancy values and throw an alarm if the difference is above a
threshold. A drawback of these algorithms is that the thresholds
used to detect alerts are not updated automatically and therefore
they don’t always reflect the behavior of the current traffic flow.

2.2 Statistical Algorithms

Statistical algorithms are another important group of algorithms
used to model the flow of traffic and occurence of incidents.The



main statistical algorithms are the Standard Normal Deviation al-
gorithm (SND) [5],the Bayesian algorithm [11] and time series al-
gorithms(ARIMA and low-pass filtering).The SND algorithm as-
sumes a normal distribution of traffic incidents and throws an alert
when the standard normal deviation of a new value exceeds a crit-
ical value.The Bayesian Algorithm uses past data to compute the
probability that a new change in occupancy is caused by an in-
cident. Finally, time-series algorithms provide short-term traffic
forecasts based on the recent history of one of the traffic variables.
ARIMA [3], one of the most popular time-series models, has been
used to handle the variations of traffic data over time and space.
Low-pass filtering models smooth the data to minimize the effect
of sharp frequency data [15]. The main drawback of these particu-
lar statistical models is that they are not highly adaptive to empirical
data densities. Models such as ARIMA are sometimes appropriate
for seasonal economic data but are likely to be less appropriate for
the fairly irregular series found in traffic data.

2.3 Artificial-Intelligence Algorithms

These algorithms use neural networks or other AI models [4] [10]
to implement a trainable system. These algorithms often have ex-
ponential complexity and cannot easily be parameterized for asso-
ciated statistical analysis.

2.4 Catastrophe Theory Algorithms

These algorithms focus on catastrophic behavior of individual sen-
sors. The McMaster algorithm uses catastrophe theory [14] [13] to
model a sudden change in sensor output. The main idea behind this
algorithm is based on the fact that while the speed values change
drastically in the event of a traffic incident, volume and occupancy
change gradually.This algorithm has good accuracy but doesn’t take
into account the spatial-temporal nature of traffic data..

3 THE CHICAGO HIGHWAY SYSTEM

Chicago’s highways were among the first in the country to be
equipped with traffic sensors (in 1961). These sensors consist of
single inductive loops buried in the roadway pavement less than
one mile apart. Each sensor is assigned a unique signal frequency
and the the information is transferred for further processing through
telephone lines to a main location in Oak Park, Illinois.

The inductive loops work by detecting changes in inductance.
The sensor loops turn on and off as cars pass over them. The num-
ber of on signals within a time interval (usually 30 seconds) deter-
mines one of the most commonly used traffic variables, called oc-
cupancy. Occupancy is defined as the percentage of time a point on
the road is occupied by vehicles [8]. Another variable measured is
volume, defined as the number of vehicles flowing past a point dur-
ing a time interval. A third variable, speed, is used for traffic flow
analysis but is not directly measured by this equipment. Instead,
speed is calculated from measurements of occupancy and volume
using a formula first introduced by [2]:

s = cv/o

where c is a constant proportional to the average length of a car, v is
volume, and o is occupancy. More recent detectors, such as double
loop detectors, offer direct measurements of speed.

The Chicago highway sensor data are collected by a Gateway
System that covers the three state, fifteen county Gary-Chicago-
Milwaukee (GCM) corridor. The Gateway System uses 830 fixed
traffic sensors, in addition to other data sources, to compute real-
time traffic congestion conditions and to display these data to the
public at two websites(http://www.gcmtravel.com and http:
//www.travelinfo.org). The data for the baselines computed

in this paper were archived in the Gateway Archive Testbed at the
National Center for Data Mining (NCDM).

4 THE STATISTICAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows a five-day time series from one of the 830 Chicago
traffic sensors. The vertical scale on each panel measures occu-
pancy from zero to 60 percent. The horizontal scale runs from mid-
night Friday to midnight Friday. This scale allows us to view week-
end traffic on the left end of the graph and weekly commuter traffic
toward the right.

Figure 1: Single sensor reading plotted over five weeks of series

The annual series for this sensor consists of measurements at
6 minute intervals through the year, comprising altogether 87,600
time points (10×24×365). The full dataset contains 830 of these
sensor series, so there are almost 73 million datapoints in the base-
line dataset.

The series in Figure 1 reveals a pattern found in almost all the
series. Namely, the daily commuter periods show a higher occu-
pancy rate (and, presumably, lower speeds). Weekend occupancy
rates are, of course, lower.

Our Chicago Alert System (CAS) requires a baseline model for
representing normal traffic flow together with an error distribution
for determining alerts. After closely examining the sensor series for
a variety of sensors, we decided that simple parametric time series
models were a poor choice for representing the data. These models
have some difficulty dealing with missing values (malfunctioning
sensors), irregular seasonal variation (holidays and weather), and
outliers (late night 160 mph flights of an exoticar along a stretch of
suburban highway – which we observed in several series). Conse-
quently, we decided to construct empirical baseline time series.

We began the CAS by grouping sensors geographically. In a pi-
lot project [7], we developed a collection of baseline models. This
application used over 42,000 separate baseline models one for each
hour, one for each day, and one for approximately every 3 sensors.
This approach was unnecessarily unwieldy and impeded the per-
formance of the real-time system, but it proved the feasibility of a
real-time monitoring system on this data scale.

In order to reduce the pilot system’s storage and response times,
we decided to cluster sensor time series without regard to geogra-
phy. The motivation for this approach assumes that topographically



similar sensors (sensors located near merging lanes, for example)
are more likely to share traffic characteristics than geographically
similar sensors (sensors near each other but located on a topograph-
ically heterogeneous highway segment, for example),

The topographical approach began with the 830 by 87,600 ma-
trix of sensor data over one calendar year. We used k-means cluster-
ing [9] to aggregate the time series across sensors. The multipass al-
gorithm we used provides better estimates than single-pass k-means
algorithms because it allows iterative refinement of the centroids
and it derives initial estimates of cluster centroids from preliminary
passes through the data. We used normalized Euclidean distance
(Euclidean distance over non-missing data points divided by the
number of non-missing points) in order to adapt to the presence of
missing data. Since all measurements were on the same percentage
scale and in a roughly similar range, we did not pre-normalize the
data.

Sequential chi-square tests on reduction in residual sum-of-
squares indicated we needed only 4 clusters to fit the data reason-
ably well. We thus reduced the 830 series to 4 time-series clusters.
Figure 2 shows the standard deviations for the clusters over 5 weeks
of the time series. Note that the standard deviations tend to be larger
for the higher occupancy values. This led us to suspect that the
distribution of within-cluster raw scores is not normal. In fact, we
should expect in general that distributions on percentages tend to be
positively skewed for mean values near zero and negatively skewed
for mean values near 100 [6].

Figure 2: Cluster standard deviations plotted over five weeks of series

Figure 3 shows histograms for a sample of values from each clus-
ter. The histograms validate our suspicion. Cluster1 has the small-
est mean and variance. Cluster4 has the largest mean and variance.

To adjust for this heterogeneity of variance, we applied the arc-
sine transformation:

t(p) = sin−1√p

to the occupancy values, where p in the formula is occupancy di-
vided by 100.

Figure 4 shows the transformed histograms. The transformation
has reduced the skewness seen in Figure 3.

Our final cluster model was computed on the arcsine transformed
values. Figure 5 shows the result of this analysis. The clustered
series reveal more clearly the periodicity in weekday commuting
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Figure 3: Histograms of sampled within-cluster occupancy values

patterns. Morning and evening commute times are clearly visible
in each series. In addition, we see the highest occupancy series
(colored red) at the top of each plot. The sensors belonging to
this cluster tend to output the slowest highway traffic speeds in the
metropolitan region.

Figure 6 shows the location of the sensors on the Chicago area
highway map. The sensor points are colored according to cluster
membership. There are several interesting features to note in this
map. First, high-occupancy sensors tend to cluster around intersec-
tions and congested areas. For example, the notorious section of the
west Eisenhower expressway (including a short section called ”The
Strangler”) contains red and yellow sensors. Similarly, the inter-
section of I94 and the O’Hare extension is largely red. Second, we
see that the clusters are not geographically related. This finding re-
inforces the appropriateness of focusing on topography rather than
on geography. This is not an artifact of our analysis. If geography
had been more important than topography, the cluster colors would
have spatially adjacent.

5 THE CAS WEB SERVICE

The CAS viewer is a light-weight component based on a Web Ser-
vice for the real-time display of detected anomalies. The main com-
ponents of the CAS system are:

5.1 The Alert Map

This is the main display showing the anomalies detected in real-
time. The map shows the location of the alerting sensors on the
Chicagoland highway map. Figure 7 is linked to the time series
plot shown in the next figure. Figure 8 is a magnified series plot for
the day in which the alert occurred. This time series plot shows the
occupancy values detected as anomalies colored in red. The plot
is overlaid with the mean baseline colored for the cluster to which
the alerting sensor belongs. The two linked displays shown in these
figures help one to discern the spatial and temporal components
of an alert. Because the views are linked, new alerts detected are
updated in both plots.
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Figure 4: Histograms of transformed within-cluster occupancy values

5.2 Additional features

There are several additional features of the CAS displays that are
worth noting. First, the choice of cluster colors (from green to red)
follows the color coding of congestion levels shown in the NCDM
Gateway Archive Testbed at http://www.teraflowtestbed.
net/demos/hgateway.html. Second, the series plots shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 5 are scrollable so that a viewer can navigate
through the year. There is also the option of choosing a specific date
instead of scrolling Third, it is possible to examine raw data series
using the same display format found in the cluster series plots.

6 DISCUSSION

There are several improvements we plan for our system. First, we
have not included two exogenous variables that can affect the per-
formance of our model. One of these variables is the presence of
holidays. While our baselines include holiday behavior (because
of holiday traffic in the real series), these periods are not synchro-
nized for subsequent years. We plan to condition our baselines on
holiday effects and then use the estimated parameters in later-year
adjustments.

The other critical variable is precipitation. Weather variables
have been included in other real-time monitoring systems [1]. Al-
though real-time and near real-time weather data is widely avail-
able, the data are collected at specific locations, such as airports.
In Chicago, for example, weather data are readily available for the
Chicago and Midway airports but not for other sites.

Unfortunately, rain and snow are often local (especially in
Chicago) and vary widely over the sensor region. For this reason,
we will be using real-time Doppler radar data to extract local pre-
cipitation information from the corresponding pixel values. As with
holidays, we will condition our baselines on precipitation levels and
use current precipitation to derive a posterior estimate of expected
traffic.

Second, we plan to animate our system to allow retrospective
evaluation of change. In our pilot work [7], we explored some of
these techniques and found that animation can be used to under-
stand processes leading up to even changes. Because we have re-
duced a rather large data source to a manageable baseline model,
the response time of our system to event changes is in milliseconds.

Figure 5: Cluster means of transformed k-means clusters

7 CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the feasibility of real-time anomaly detec-
tion over a relatively large system (over 73 million data points). Be-
cause we incorporate spatial and temporal components in the sys-
tem and because we display results spatially and temporally, we fa-
cilitate visual analysis in a display best understood by professional
responders. Our ultimate goal is to contribute to the development
of automated systems by leveraging the nonparametric models de-
rived from this topographically-based analysis. Ultimately, the vi-
sual components of our system should offer a useful platform for
evaluating the effectiveness of statistically-based traffic models.

While we have not done this type of modeling in other environ-
ments, we are confident that the procedures developed here could
be applied to other transportation data and to network data where
topography plays a role. Developing these systems must begin with
careful inspection and analysis of the raw data. To build appropriate
models, we must pay attention to the structure of the data and avoid
the temptation to apply canned data mining procedures or textbook
statistical procedures.

Regardless of the model chosen, however, our results indicate
that topography plays a role in traffic patterns. Spatially separated
highway segments can be quite similar in their behavior if they
share topographic features. Spatial models of traffic need to in-
corporate this finding. As Bacon noted, to know the ways of Nature
is to notice her deviations. To recognize deviations, we need a rea-
sonable model of Nature.
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Figure 7: Metropolitan highway map showing sensor alerts on I80

Figure 8: Series plot of alerting sensor on I80


